
TREAT YOURSELF 
TO AN UPGRADE 

A55 REPLACEMENT MIXING LIDS

We’ve been asked for years to offer better quality replacement 
mixing lids for our competitor’s mixing machines. 

Our latest A55 mixing lids now include the same patented 
features as our best-selling X5 mixing lids including 
anti-adhesive skates for reducing paint build-up 
around the pouring spout, plus an innovative central 
shaft seal that virtually eliminates ‘oozing’ with 
waterborne paints, which tend to creep 
upwards and spill onto the lid body 
during warmer temperatures.

A55 lids also include the same great 
benefits as the previous generation 
including soft-touch locking cams, 
composite shafts to protect against 
contamination with waterborne paints, 
multi-position oversized thumb levers, 
plus extended anti-rotation posts to 
prevent against can rejection 
during operation. 

Body shop painters will surely appreciate 
the attention to detail for improved 
ergonomics and better accuracy when 
dispensing toners.

A55 mixing lids will make your 
mixing machine feel new again…
But don’t take our word for it 
try them for yourself. 
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A55 REPLACEMENT MIXING LIDS

NOT JUST ANOTHER MIXING LID!

n Smooth dispensing action with pinpoint controlled 
 pouring capabilities

n Universal multi-positioned thumb levers to suit each 
 painters preferred grip

n Solvent and waterborne compatible

n Anti-Adhesive skates to reduce paint residue and 
 improve dosing performance

n Patented central seal to reduce oozing especially 
 with waterborne and Low VOC paints

n Longer (extended) handles for a better grip 
 especially with smaller 0.5-liter cans

n Shipped fully assembled for added convenience

Specifications shown are only by way of indication. Fillon Technologies reserves the right to change them without notice – A55 LIDS 12/2019

A55 0.5-Liter
(Part # BNAA1006/6)

A55 Liter/Quart
(Part # BNBA1006/6) A55 Gallon

(Part # BNCA1006/6)


